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Fantasy Flight has it down pat. When it
was time to change from collectible card
games in the marketplace, they knew.
Consumers first caught a glimpse of the
Call of Cthulhu card game at Gen Con in
August, and in traditional FFG fashion, the
presentation made a great impression.

In Call of
Cthulhu: The
Card Game,
players take
the roles of
investigators,
villains and
unspeakable
h o r r o r s
inspired by
the dark mythos of H.P. Lovecraft. Agency
detectives, Miskatonic University students
& faculty, and the members of the mysteri-
ous Syndicate all join the fight against oth-
erworldly beings including Cthulhu,
Hastur, Yog-Sothoth, and Shub Niggurath. 

Call of Cthulhu: The Card Game is a 2-play-
er, customizable dueling game in which
players command both human and mon-

ster factions. As a
Living Card Game
(LCG), hundreds of
additional cards are
available for all seven
factions, allowing play-
ers to customize the
contents of this set, or
create their own origi-
nal decks. But the best
part of the extra cards
is they are available is
set decks similiar to
what your store has
seen with the
Runebound expansion
decks (FFG-VA series).

We have always been a fan of the FFG style
and the new LCG series of games simply
translate to boxed board and card games
with expansions...something consumers
are familiar with and a great way to indi-
cate the lifespan of a core product because

FFG will not
make expan-
sions if they
cannot print
e n o u g h
effect ive ly ,
and your
store will not
buy even
one copy if

the core game has dwindled.  And then
take the opposite idea...if you sell ‘X’ copies
of the core game, you just order ‘X’ less

30%-40% and you are golden.  Welcome to
the smart way of doing business in the
hobby game industry.
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The ONLY Monthly B2B Magazine 100%
Dedicated To The Hobby Game Retailer!

PUBLISHER Fantasy Flight Games

TITLE Call of Cthulhu:
Living Card Game

STOCK CODE FFG-CT18    

MSRP $39.95

FORMAT 11-5/8”x11-5/8”x2-3/4”, 36
tokens, 6 markers, 165 cards,
board, rules

RETAIL CONTACT ffg@fantasyflightgames.com

ADD’L RELEASES Runebound 2nd Edition: The 
THIS MONTH Frozen Wastes Expansion

(FFG-VA52), Dark Heresy: 
Creatures Anathema
(FFG-DH06)

ORDER NOW newaccounts@gtsdistribution.com
(888) 333-9500

MARKETING & ADVERTISING
•Print ads in Game Trade Magazine
•Online ads on boardgamegeek.com

and tabletopgamingnews.com
•For League Kits for Organized Play,

contact pbromen@fantasyflightgames.com
•Convention appearances at Gen Con,

PAX, BlizzCon, ACD Games Day,
Alliance Open House, Con of the
North and Anime Detour

•Card previews and downloads at
www.cthulhucg.com

•FFG catalogs available upon request
•FFG Mobile Team available, contact

jbatica@fantasyflightgames.com
•Demo copies available, contact

rnauertz@fantasyflightgames.com
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Nearly 15 years ago, GameBuyer was a monthly print  
publication started and managed by industry veteran  
Aldo Ghiozzi. And it had a LOT of readers. It was a go-to 
source for retailers to get all the info they needed on newly- 
announced products. Keep in mind, this was during a time 
when social media wasn’t as robust, or as widely-used as a business tool 
as it is today. These days, information can get from the publisher,  
to distributor, to retailer, and to consumer in a matter of minutes  
(and not necessarily in that order). 

For the past 5 years or so, GameBuyer has been a weekly e-newsletter 
deploying to over 6,000 retailer inboxes in the U.S. It’s a way to highlight 
new gaming titles each and every week. 

However, we feel that GameBuyer still has 
brand-equity with brick-and-mortar retailers, 
beyond just an e-newsletter. Retailers have 
continued to ask for more industry and commu-
nity related content. We heard the demand and 
have re-invested in GameBuyer. We decided 
that the GAMA Trade Show was the best place 
to re-launch this publication, and retailers can 
now use this mini-issue as a companion to their 
GAMA experience. 

GameBuyer will be produced and sent to brick-
and-mortar retailers twice a year. We hope it 
continues to be a valuable resource that starts 
more conversations between you and your  
customers. If GameBuyer can achieve that,  
then we all win. 

Aldo, if you’re reading this, we hope you like 
where we take GameBuyer next, and thanks for  
getting us this far!

Enjoy GAMA, and game on!

Bobby Stickel
Director of Marketing





Seminars
CMON: What’s Next?
Tuesday, March 14 – 11am to 12pm
South Tower Vegas Room 2

Introducing CMON Play
Tuesday, March 14 – 1pm to 2pm
South Tower Vegas Room 1

Introducing CMON Play
Tuesday, March 14 – 4pm to 5pm
South Tower Vegas Room 3

Introducing CMON Play
Wednesday, March 15 – 10am to 11am
South Tower Vegas Room 7

We’re inviting you
to CMON Play!
CMON Play is our new outreach initiative 
for North American brick and mortar 
retail stores. This program offers exciting 
opportunities for exclusive content and 
special promotions. CMON Play is designed 
to foster strong relationships with retailers 
and a sense of community, leading to 
increased visibility and sales for your 
stores. CMON Play members will be listed 
on our new store locator and any events 
they host will be there for customers 
to discover. CMON Play members have 
exclusive access to:

• Game Night Kits

• Discounted Demo Copies

• Pre-Release Kits for Select Titles

• CMON Kickstarter Retail Pledges

You can sign up for CMON Play by 
talking to your GTS rep, visiting us at 
Booth #313, or online in the CMON Play 
section of CMON.com.

www.cmon.com

coolminiornot

@CMONGames

@CMONGames

Visit us at booth #313
CMON has an exciting year planned, and 
we’re happy to share all the information 
about it with you at the GAMA Trade Show 
2017! We’re introducing the new CMON Play 
program, new members of our team, and 
new games. Attend one of our seminars to 
learn all about CMON in 2017.
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TECHNICAL SPECS

Sleeve size:  Standard: 66 x 91 mm 
Japanese: 62 x 89 mm

QTY per pack:  Standard size: 80 sleeves 
Japanese size: 60 sleeves

Material: Polypropylene

Clearness: Extra high

Fitting: Ideal fitting

Display content: 10 packs

Carton content: 50 units

MSRP:   Standard:  USD 6.00 / EUR 6,00 
Japanese: USD 4.00 / EUR 4,00

GENERAL FEATURES

80 STANDARD SIZE SLEEVES /  
60 JAPANESE SIZE SLEEVES
Optimized for the protection of complete card decks  
with only one pack of sleeves

ACID FREE, NO PVC
This product is completely free of PVC and acidic  
materials and therefore ideal for collectible cards

PREVENTS BENT CORNERS  
AND SCRATCHES
Keeps your most valued cards in mint condition  
to preserve their value and usability

EXTRA HIGH CLEARNESS 
The extra high clearness of the material ensures a  
genuine image quality with unaltered contrast and colors

IDEAL FITTING AND SIZE
Optimally fitted sleeves for safe handling and improved  
playability for your cards

EASY SHUFFLING 
The sleeve's surface material allows an easy  
shuffling of your card deck

LONGER PLAYABILITY AND LIFETIME 
The extra durable material prolongs the lifetime of your  
cards and keeps them playable, even during heavy use

FOR PROFESSIONAL GAMEPLAY
Anti-reflective surface and no holographic logos

IDEAL FOR TOURNAMENT USE*

Optimized for tournament play. Non glare, non reflective  
surface on both sides for professional gameplay

  *Exclusive feature of Matte sleeves

SUPREME UX SLEEVES
Protect your cards with our strongest 
combination of durability and playability 
based on our all new formula and 
manufacturing methods.

Our belief is that this is the best that 
modern Sleeve Science can achieve

PREMIUM 
 PROTECTION

NEW LINE

www.ULTIMATEGUARD.com www.ULTIMATEGUARD.com



We begin by priming the figure with a 
white spray primer - either with a spray 
can or an airbrush.

We then mix a dark grey and paint all 
of the black parts of the stormtrooper, 
including the gun and the main gaps 
inbetween the armour.

The following is a condensed visual guide to painting the stormtroopers from  
Fantasy Flight Games’ Star Wars Imperial Assault.:



We now thin some Nuln Oil with an 
equal measure of medium and shade 
the entire miniature.

Next, we’ll brighten up the armour by 
highlighting with some pure white  in 
a couple of layers.

We can then add some battle damage 
using a dark brown mix and a small dab 
of orange for fresh blaster marks. We can 
also paint the base and protect the minia-
ture with a coat of varnish.

Visit www.youtube.com/user/Sorastro for the complete Star Wars Imperial Assault video painting series!:



Reprinted with permission from Fantasy Flight Games

Waiqar’s dark forces have crossed into Terrinoth, 
and the first battles of the next great war will 

soon be fought among the mountain passes, fertile 
plains, and verdant forests of the realm. As both sides 
jockey for position, they send out calls for reinforcements 
to join them on the front lines…



Fantasy Flight Games is proud to announce four new 

expansion packs for the Runewars Miniatures Game:

    Oathsworn Cavalry Unit Expansion

    Daqan Infantry Command Unit Upgrade Expansion

    Reanimate Archers Unit Expansion

    Waiqar Infantry Command Unit Upgrade Expansion

As your army grows, each of these expansions gives you a different way 
to grow the forces of the Daqan Lords or Waiqar the Undying. The two 
unit expansions contain enough figures to field a unit of Oathsworn 
Cavalry or Reanimate Archers, identical to the units in the Runewars 
Core Set, but offering new upgrade cards and allowing you to 
field larger armies on the battlefield. Then, you can increase your 
command over the forces of Terrinoth or the undead with two 
unit upgrade expansions. Each unit upgrade expansion offers a 
wealth of upgrade cards and four figures that can be added to an infantry  
formation to greatly increase that unit’s power.

Oathsworn Cavalry Unit Expansion

Few sounds strike more fear into an enemy of Terrinoth than the 
thundering hooves of a column of armored destriers. Each mount 
is bred and trained for war. Each rider is a lifelong professional 
warrior or an avowed knight, sworn to a baron’s or Free City’s 
service until the rider’s final breath. Rider and mount work together 
on the battlefield in perfect synergy, charging into combat and 
crushing the enemy in a wave of steel.

With the Oathsworn Cavalry Unit Expansion, you gain four new 
Oathsworn Cavalry figures—enough to field a two-tray unit or 
increase the size of another unit. These fearsome knights are sworn to fight for the Daqan Lords and protect 
the realm, and they are first introduced in the Runewars Core Set. We’ll take a closer look at these cavalry 
in our preview of the Daqan Lords forces, but this unit expansion is a perfect way to quickly increase your 
cavalry and unlock new options with five new upgrade cards for any army.

Daqan Infantry Command Unit Upgrade Expansion

With polished armor glinting in the sunlight, the armies of the 
twelve baronies and the Free Cities are a stirring sight.  
Master wizards from the circles at Greyhaven and Nerekhall 
bolster their ranks, wielding destructive power and an arsenal 
of runebound shards to devastate their foes. Battle standards 
with histories as long as the Baronies of Daqan swirl in the 
wind, while the roar of lion horns stiffens the backs of wavering 
soldiers. Every company is led by a champion, one who has 
faced death time and again, yet has survived and now invites 
others to draw strength from his own stolid bravery.



The Daqan Infantry Command Unit Upgrade Expansion introduces four brand-new figures to the armies of the 
Daqan Lords—a Banner Guard, a Wizard, a Champion, and a Cornicen. Alongside these figures, you’ll find 
eighteen new upgrade cards, many of which include ways to bring these new figures into your armies. For 
instance, you may choose to support one of your units with the Lance Corporal upgrade card, implanting the 
Champion figure into the ranks of your unit. As long as the Champion figure is alive, you gain the benefit of the 
Lance Corporal card, which significantly boosts your tactical flexibility!

Reanimate Archers Unit Expansion

The hiss of Reanimates’ blighted arrows raining down 
from the skies sends even veteran soldiers scrambling 
for cover. Wounds inflicted by these arrows rapidly 
necrotize: flesh peels away, foulness spreads, and 
bones crumble and crack. Panic spreads as healthy 
warriors fall, rotted from within. Able to kill at range 
and afflict their targets with the blight of the Mistlands, 
Reanimate Archers inspire fear in even the most  
stalwart soldiers. 

Fire poisoned arrows down on your enemies with  
the eight new Reanimate Archer figures included in 
the Reanimate Archers Unit Expansion! These eight 
figures give you the option to field another two-tray 
unit or increase the size of a larger unit—perhaps fielding a block of archers that will rain death on your foes. 
Like the Oathsworn Cavalry, these figures are identical to the figures included in the Runewars Core Set, and  
this expansion gives you an easy way to raise more undead to fight for Waiqar the Undying, while opening dark 
new paths with five new upgrade cards. We’ll explore the Reanimate Archers in much more detail in our preview 
of Waiqar’s forces.

Waiqar Infantry Command Unit Upgrade Expansion

The undead are terrifying foes, known for their  
tireless strength and single-minded purpose, but no 
less terrifying is the fact that each of the champions 
leading Waiqar’s hosts possesses centuries of expe-
rience in military tactics and strategy. These military 
geniuses support their battle plans with the steady, 
inexorable beat of skeletal drummers and the  
sinister sigils raised by the gaunt standard-bearers. 
And perhaps worst of all, necromancers stalk the 
ranks of Waiqar’s army, raising the fallen to fight 
again in the name of their lord. 

In the same fashion as the Daqan Infantry Command 
Unit Upgrade Expansion, this expansion pack offers 
four new figures that you may add to an infantry unit: 
a Standard-Bearer, a Champion, a Drummer, and a Necromancer. With eighteen new upgrade cards to  
increase your army’s power, you’ll find plenty of ways to add these figures to your units, perhaps adding  
a Marching Drummer who lets your unit turn freely, so long as the Drummer remains with the unit. 



Call Your Reinforcements

Whether you’re charging into battle at the front of a cavalry wing, launching a volley of blighted arrows 
with skeletal archers, or taking command of your army, these four expansions offer the tools you need. Look 
for these expansion packs in the second quarter of 2017.

Enter a world of blood and war with Runewars Miniatures Game, a two-player miniatures game set in the vibrant 

fantasy realm of Terrinoth. Each game, you must command your blocks of figures, outmaneuvering your opponent and 
fighting to crush his forces on the field of battle. With hundreds of ways to customize your army, including by painting 
your figures, you can bring your army to life as you lead them to victory against your foes.



Product Preview

SKU: KON83209
Manufacturer: KONAMI
Release Date: 05/05/2017
Configurations: 12 boxes / 24 packs / 9 cards
UPC CASE: 083717832089
UPC DISPLAY: 083717832096

The walls between dimensions are collapsing and the supreme king of destruction will rise in Maximum 
Crisis, May’s all-new 100-card booster set! Maximum Crisis is the climax of the 2016-2017 Dueling  

season, introducing three new themes as well as bold new cards for a wide variety of popular Decks.
Pendulum Summoning will undergo its final evolution in Maximum Crisis with a pair of Pendulum Monsters 
with Scales of 0 and 13, opening up the ability to Pendulum Summon monsters of any Level in any Deck! 
But that’s not the only type of Summoning that’s evolving. Following up on February’s Fusion Enforcers set, 
Maximum Crisis introduces a new Fusion Summoning Spell Card that lets you keep your Fusion Monster 
while giving back the monsters you just fused together!

Here’s a brief overview of what else you can expect in Maximum Crisis:
• The dawn of the “True Draco” monsters! These monsters can be Tribute Summoned using Continuous Spell/Trap Cards  

instead of monsters, and their Continuous Spell/Trap Cards have multiple effects depending on whether you just activate 
them or Tribute them.

• A brand new way to win a Duel! Even if you can’t damage your opponent with this new theme’s ace monster, if you can 
power it up enough, destroying 3 of your opponent’s monsters with it will automatically end the Duel!

• New Winged Beasts that fly over enemy monsters for fast direct attacks and effects that inflict damage.
• Individually powerful cards to cover a variety of common situations in everyday Dueling.
• The mastermind behind the global plot has been revealed, and SPYRAL embarks on its final mission to take him down!
• All is not yet lost! The final battle against the Subterror Behemoths begins… and the Subterror Nemeses receive help from 

an unlikely source!
• Cards that boost Decks and themes from Fusion Enforcers, Raging Tempest, the Pendulum Domination Structure Deck,  

Invasion: Vengeance, The Dark Illusion, Shining Victories, Wing Raiders, the Master of Pendulum Structure Deck,  
High-Speed Riders, and more!

The Maximum Crisis 
booster set contains 
100 cards: 

48 Commons
20 Rares

14 Super Rares  

10 Ultra Rares

8 Secret Rares





THE BASICS: Escape from Colditz is the Osprey reissue of a popular game originally released in 
1973, designed with help from Major Pat Reid, a British Army officer who escaped the real Colditz 
Castle. One player plays the German Security Officer, while the others control Allied Escape  
Officers—prisoners of war. The game returns with clearer rules and nicer components, but keeps  
its original format.

A PIECE OF BOARD GAMING HISTORY RETURNS TO RETAIL



THE OBJECTIVE:  Players in the Escape Officer role draw cards that contain items, such as fake passes and  
disguises, or provide opportunities, such as finding tunnels, to get as many British, Dutch, or French officers 
safely out of Colditz as possible. Naturally, as the German Security Officer, players use guards and various 
card-driven search tactics to prevent the prisoners’ escape.

HISTORICAL ACCURACY:  Hard to determine. Given the map board and cards, there is not much room for 
creative out-of-the-box thinking. However, with input from Reid, the game captures—in his opinion—the sport  
of escape and the realistic options at hand.

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY:  The game is visually gorgeous, simple in execution, and exciting in 
its competitive tension. Contents include a recreated Red Cross package, a detailed board, and a historical 
reference book. One criticism is players are limited to preset options. For example, players cannot dig new 
tunnels, only use preexisting ones. But enterprising players can modify rules if desired.

PLAYABILITY:  Colditz is a real “beer and pretzels” type of game—fun for gatherings. Certain cards can be 
omitted and game length can be altered to change it up for repeated play. To add intrigue, the game sets a 
certain amount of turns counting down to 1. Experienced players can increase difficulty by reducing the  
number of turns.

THE BOTTOM LINE:  Escape from Colditz is enjoyable and atmospheric. Few games can boast having a  
designer involved in its subject, which gives it a unique quality. Unlike other war games that attract mainly  
military historians, Colditz has the ability to attract wider crowds, including families and kids.

Chris Ketcherside, a former Marine, is working on a PhD in military history.

This review was originally published in the March/April 2017 issue of 

World War II magazine.



March 15, 1929

To Whom it may concern:

Over the last several years, games based on  
stories by H.P. Lovecraft have appeared on the 
landscape like so many secret Cthulhu cultists,  
invading famous card games and changing the 
theme of old standby board games into tales of 
mystery and madness. Some of the most well-done 
of these come from Fantasy Flight, which include Arkham Horror, Edritch Horror, Elder Sign, 
Mountains of Madness, and Call of Cthulhu. Now they’ve expanded on their original board game 
by creating Arkham Horror: The Card Game. Based off characters and locations created by  
Lovecraft, Arkham Horror: The Card Game takes place in the creepy fictional town of Arkham, 
Massachusetts whereby players will have to solve mysteries and battle monsters. 

From his first publication in 1916, and until to his death in 1937, H.P. Lovecraft wrote countless 
tales of the macabre. His horrifying stories of madness & monsters would come to influence 
songs, movies, and (of course) games. Thanks to American copyright law making anything 
that was published before 1923 in the area of Public Domain, many of Lovecraft’s stories are 
available for game manufacturers to use without having to pay royalties (although many of the 
stories were written after 1923, leaving a murky mess of legality for anyone trying to use Love-
craft’s characters to navigate). Free use has allowed many Lovecraft games (mostly based off 
his Cthulhu character) to exist, but one of the most successful and widely known of these is Fan-
tasy Flight’s Arkham Horror board game, which they’ve now expanded into the new Arkham 
Horror: The Card Game. 

Deeper than the dice-based Elder Sign, but more 
streamlined than the eponymous board version, 
Arkham Horror: The Card Game introduces a 1-2 play-
er game— the game can be played with up to 4 players, 
but will require a second core set—in which players 
play cards that allow them to explore areas in hopes of 
solving an eldritch mystery. There are also (currently) 
seven different expansions available, making it a Living 
Card Game. This means that there’s expansions that 
allow players to create new decks and new scenarios 
to play, but without having to buy random boosters in 
hopes of getting the cards you want. Expansions that contain all the cards you need for that 
scenario, without having to trade or draft? Madness. 



Like Fantasy Flight’s other Lovecraft-themed games, Arkham Horror: The Card Game is a co-op-
erative game in which players must work together to fight monsters and solve mysteries. Players 
start the game with helpful items, skills, and even allies to help them explore areas. Throughout 
the game, more cards are added to their hand during play which are drawn from customizable 
decks. The deck building aspect of Arkham Horror: The Card Game allows players to tailor their 
experience, while the Living Card game aspect saves them from the runaway costs of many 
CCGs. 

Players familiar to the Fantasy Flight  
Lovecraftian games will recognize many of the 
same symbols—such as the “health” and  
“sanity,” both of which make sure your charac-
ters are alive and, well, sane—which are used in 
other games. A lot of the original (Arkham  
Horror) board game is still here, which will make 
it an easier transition for players of the original 
to the card version, although we had players 
who’d never played either follow along just fine. 

The game moves in phases from Mythos (where 
the “doom” grows and the bad guys grow stronger), Investigation (standard play phase where 
players draw, play cards, move, etc.), Enemy phase (enemies move/attack), and the upkeep phase. 
The campaign plays out in three scenarios, which work like “acts” in a play or movie. There’s 
also something of a butterfly-effect mechanic; at the end of the first scenario we had the option 
of burning our house down or leaving it, and our decision ended up changing how the game was 
played later on.

Though still robust in its storyline, we felt that The Card Game 
might be a good alternative for those that like the board version 
but don’t want as much of a time commitment, as the card version 
sits at about 1-2 hours per play. Having the story broken into sce-
narios keeps the immediate goal in sight, which helps players not 
get as overwhelmed, which helps reduce table flips which some-
times happen, like, I don’t know, three hours into a game of the 
original Arkham Horror when we still could have won, Joan. 

Explore areas, gather clues, fight monsters, all the while trying 
not to let the madness get you until you either finally win the 
game or Slowly Go Insane and The Old Gods Destroy the World 
and EVERYONE IN IT. 

Either way, no pressure. 

One of the things all the Lovecraft inspired games have in com-
mon is a sense of impending doom, of futility, of things about to 
go very, very wrong. Fantasy Flight keeps this feeling going in 
Arkham Horror: The Card Game, but thanks to this well-crafted 
edition to the Lovecraft line, things going wrong is reserved for 
the characters, not the players themselves.  

-Dr. Caelin Beaty
PhD Parapsychology, Miskatonic University



Pre-Order Focus

Supplies

Card Games

Role Playing Games

UP85276  D&D Character Folio Giant Killer

UP85277  D&D Character Folio Tavern Brawl

UP85278  D&D Character Folio Drow Attack

UP85279  D&D Character Folio Dungeon Crawl

UP85305  D&D Character Folio Wizard

For complete pre-order listings, visit GTSdistribution.com

KON83209  Yu-Gi-Oh Maximum Crisis Booster Box

BJPZWO7009  Zombie World Order: Booster 1

BJPZWOLK01   Zombie World Order: Launch Kit

BJPZWO7023  Zombie World Order: Special Pack 1

WOCC2207  D&D Tales from the Yawning Portal

PZO7101       Starfinder RPG Core Rulebook

PZO7102       Starfinder RPG Gamemaster Screen

PZO7103       Starfinder RPG Player Character Folio

Contact your GTS Sales Rep or pre-order online



Pre-Order Focus

Toys & Figures

Board Games

SQE818917  Bring Arts: Kingdom Hearts III: Sora

3A1701G1OP  Hasbro x ThreeA:

Transformers G1 Optimus Prime (Classic Edition)

FNK13317  POP! Movies 220:

Homecoming Spider-Man

  For up to date in-stock lists, visit GTSdistribution.com

PZG20003  Flick ‘em Up! Dead of Winter

ASMNLK01  Unlock- The Formula

ASMNLK02  Unlock- Squeek and Sausage

ASMNLK03  Unlock- The Island of Dr. Goorse

ASMNLK04  Unlock- [Display with 12 Games]

IEL51374 Mountains of Madness

FNFCOTUS01 Professor Evil and the Citadel of Time

PBG40000EN Century: Spice Road

For full descriptions, updated info, and availability, visit GTSdistribution.comContact your GTS Sales Rep or pre-order online



By Jason Koepp

CMON Play is the exciting new program from CMON to North American brick-and-mortar stores. 
The goal of the program is to build our relationship with retailers, giving them the option to take part 
in exclusive offerings only available through CMON Play. The “FLGS” is an important part of gaming 
culture, and we want to see it thrive with a program designed to bring people in and play CMON 
games together. Retailers can sign up for the program either through their sales representative with GTS 
or with the CMON Sales team directly. Signing up for the CMON Play program is free and includes 
four key elements: Game Night Kits for select titles, a discounted demo program for standalone CMON 
games, pre-release opportunities for highly-anticipated titles, and retail pledges for CMON Kickstarter 
campaigns. Let’s take a look at each of these elements and see what they entail.

Game Night Kits

Tournaments are great for bringing players into shops, but what about gamers 
who want a more casual gaming experience that still offers special rewards? 
Game Night Kits are designed to give stores a chance to run special events 
with unique and exclusive content. The first Game Night Kit is for the fan-favorite 
Zombicide: Black Plague, and more kits will be added soon for some of CMON’s 
other popular titles like Blood Rage, Potion Explosion, and more.
When a store runs a Game Night event, it will earn points that can be redeemed 
later for rewards, such as CMON games and more. The more events a store 
runs, the more points it will earn. Promoting a Game Night event is also easy. 
Retailers can post when they are going to run a Game Night event in the Store and 
Events Locator section of the CMON website, as well as on any social media pages 
they may have, so gamers can add them to their calendars and never miss a single 
one. Orders for these kits will be taken at the GAMA Trade Show.

Demo Copies of Standalone Games

For retailers and customers, making a decision to purchase a game can be difficult without seeing it 
in action. The CMON Play program allows retailers to purchase specially-labeled copies of CMON’s 
standalone games at a discounted price. This gives stores’ customers and staff the chance to try out all 
of the different games CMON produces, helping increase knowledge and sales. These demo copies 
are perfect to use during Demo Day events, in-store libraries, or to just have on display. Just contact 
your sales rep at GTS to fill out an order form for demo copies of games.

Pre-Release Opportunities

Every gamer wants to be the first one on their block with the latest and greatest games. For highly- 
anticipated titles, CMON Play will offer pre-release opportunities to stores. The first of these is for  
The Godfather: Corleone’s Empire, designed by Eric M. Lang, with art by Karl Kopinski, and based on 

CommunityCommunity
through

Exclusive Brick & Mortar Program



the beloved film. These pre-release opportunities will be delivered to CMON Play retailers two weeks  
before the official release date. This will give stores the opportunity to sell the game to customers before 
they’re available anywhere else, including online retailers. You can order your pre-release copies of  
The Godfather: Corleone’s Empire at the GAMA Trade Show.

CMON Kickstarter Retail Pledges

CMON’s Kickstarter campaigns are always highly anticipated and filled with plenty of exclusive items.  
The Retail Pledge offers stores the ability to take pre-orders from their customers, letting them support their 
FLGS and avoid going through Kickstarter directly. These Retail Pledges are offered to CMON Play members 
at a discount, but includes everything offered in the regular Kickstarter pledge and any applicable stretch 
goals. Participating in CMON Play is the only way stores can access the Retail Pledge, and they are a great 
incentive for customers to support their local store. CMON will also provide material during Kickstarter  
campaigns so retailers can help promote pre-orders through their stores.

C’mon and Play!
There is no fee to sign up with the CMON Play program. It is open to any brick and mortar retail store in 
North America. Simply contact your GTS sales representative or the CMON Sales team. From there, your 
information will be passed along so that your store can be added to the program list. You will then be added 
to the Store and Events Locator and gain access to a special part of the CMON website. It has information 
about all the special items available as part of the program as well as upcoming releases.

Staying in the program is also easy. Simply take advantage of three of the program’s offerings over the 
course of the year. This can be any combination of ordering a Game Night kit, purchasing a Demo Copy 
of a game, participating in a pre-release opportunity, or making a retail pledge for a Kickstarter. So, for 
example, you could purchase two Demo games and one Game Night kit. Or you could participate in a 
pre-release, buy one demo copy of a game, and get one retail pledge for a Kickstarter. It’s all up to you for 
whatever options work best for your shop.

With the CMON Play program, we look to create a strong relationship with retail stores. 
FLGS’s are the places where people come together to game, and we want to make 
sure these shops are seen as the community centers they are. The program aims to 
promote retail stores as much as it does CMON’s products. We want brick and 
mortar stores to be the first place people go to purchase CMON products and 
play our games. We want shops to have access to great gaming opportunities 
and exclusive content unavailable through online retailers. CMON Play looks to 
build gaming communities centered around retail stores.  

Now, let’s go Play some games!



PLAN GAMES

Discover the beauties of the spice traDing 
roaD anD its colorful markets.

Spice road



planBgames.com 2017 2018 2019

THE MAKING OF A TRILOGY
A conversation with designer Emerson Matsuuchi

Pre-Order Now
June 2017 Release

GTS Exclusive

Century: Spice Road is the first title in the Century series of 
games, and is designed by Emerson Matsuuchi (Specter Ops 

designer). Discover the beauties of the spice trading road and its 

colorful markets with simple and pure game mechanics combined 

with a touch of deck-building system that leads to endless  

strategies and decisions.

GTS: Hi Emerson. Thank you for taking some time out to talk to us today.  
For people that may be unfamiliar with your games, what have you designed?
Emerson Matsuuchi: I’m probably most known for making VOLT: Robot Battle 
Arena and most recently Specter Ops by Plaid Hat Games.
GTS: Which are both amazing games, by the way. So, what led you to  
collaborate with Plan B?
EM: After Asmodee had acquired F2Z Entertainment, I was in a position where 
I was thinking long and hard about going back into publishing. Publishing  
under my company Nazca games. And specifically, to publish Century,  
formally known as Caravan. I had met Sophie Gravel last year at GenCon, 
who was the former President of F2Z. I learned about Plan B and her vision 
for the company. She invited me up to the Plan B headquarters where I 
met with her handpicked staff. And while I was there, I was incredibly 
impressed with the talent, the leadership and the passion that the team 
had for games.
GTS: And you have to be excited to have Century as the first title out 
of Plan B Games?
EM: After that trip, I definitely felt I made the right decision.  
I’m extremely excited that Century’s going to be Plan B’s  
launch title! And I look forward to many more projects  
working with Plan B.
GTS: And we look forward to those projects, as well. Thank 
you for your time, Emerson.











The last 3 years the crew at GameWire has been asking themselves, how can we better serve retailers? 
How can we leverage our huge social media following to build excitement and drive demand into brick 

and mortar stores? We understand the struggle to create social media ready content for your consumers  
especially with all of the competition that exists in online sales. Our message is clear: Support your friendly 

local game store. 

Every day we aim to make 2-3 Facebook posts announcing games that can be pre-ordered at your FLGS 
or games that have just been released. In addition to that, we aim to produce at least one YouTube Video a 
week with a 5-minute or less game overview for products. These family-friendly, advertisement-free videos 
are great for sharing on your social media channels or even playing in your store on a TV, computer, or  
tablet. They serve to inform your customers and get them in sync with new releases in your store. 

We’ve been making an effort not only to promote inclusion in the hobby, but also promote family gaming in 
general. We understand that getting families into game stores can help grow your community! We’ve grown 
our team from 2 people just a few years ago to an astounding 11 this year. With a diverse skill set we seek 
to elevate friendly local game stores in the community and drive sales. 

Through a carefully crafted marketing calendar, we aim to inform gamers and empower them to pre-order 
at your stores. We also remind them when the games are releasing and then push them through your doors 
after the game has been released. 

Make sure your staff and your customers stay  
in touch with us every day!

-Bebo
GameWire Brand Manager
@gamewirewarrior
www.thegamewire.com







JOIN THE PARTY
Five New Character Folios

    • Holds up to 36 spell cards and 10 character sheets

    • Embossed middle black web material frames spell cards

    • Side-loading card design



JOIN  THE  WPN!
INCREDIBLE BENEFITS
Early Releases, Exclusive Products, and Awesome Events
Friday Night Magic and Prerelease events that help keep players coming back.

Promotional support that grows as you do.

 
COMMUNITY GROWTH
Expand Your Network and Community
Advertising campaigns focused on sending players to your store. 
A retailer network aiming to educate and inspire. 
 
SIGN ME UP!
Head to WPN.Wizards.com/join-wpn and click “Join Now.”

TM & © 2017 Wizards of the Coast LLC.






